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Divine Supply

his disciples, “and come follow
me.” “Where are we going?”
“Home. I am taking you into the
House of God where I AM.”

Consciousness and the objectifying
currents of the Omnipresence? By
mastering the art of surrender and the
action of emptying to be filled. It is My
pleasure to give you My Kingdom, the
Divine Presence tells us. You are all
suns of Me and I AM the expression of
you. We are One.

Absolute Truth demonstrates
the Spirit of Oneness. It is the
Hour for that Spirit to come
forth and deliver the people into
the arms of a loving God, a God
who sees only that which HeShe has made and who says, It
is good.

Now shall those who have
been covered be
The radiation of divine supply, the I
uncovered,
AM THAT I AM, vibrates from God, the And those who are ready
Omnipresence. How do we reach the
shall do their work.
likeness of God. I AM THAT I AM.
Meditate and contemplate on
these words, for they will fill you
with My Spirit and the solar
consciousness of the Son.

Behold, I (Consciousness) have
come that they might have life, and
Lift your thoughts to the highest
have it abundantly. (See John
mountain and there feast at the table
10:10, George M. Lamsa
of the I AM THAT I AM. You are called
Translation)
to sup (unite) with Me. We are the
sacred Center of all life. Together We
The Christ Seed, resting within
are One.
your heart chakra, is My original
creation, the “I AM” vibrating as the
Abide with Me. God Consciousness
Son, the outpicturing (expression)
as One Mind, One Power, One Life.
of God. Hear now My Voice in
You are created in the image and
you.
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What did God see that
permitted Him to say, “It is
good?” God saw Himself. He
made Himself into His creation.
He called forth out of Himself
the perfection of Being, the
Image and Likeness of God.
Then He saw the likeness and
said, It is good. The FatherCreator-I AM joined with the
Mother Spirit, who is the
Reflector, and completed His
journey of divine creation in
The Miracle Way
one
moment of time!
We are linked together as one
body, one mind. We are not
separate. We are One. If you In the Science of the Absolute,
were to read this statement which is the frequency and
rationally, without any awareness c o n s c i o u s n e s s o f
of the Presence of God and the Melchizedek, we restore
Infinite Truth of Being, surely you o u r s e l v e s , w e c a u s e
would view what is written here as manifestation of beauty and the
riches of the Kingdom, by
pure lunacy.
returning consciously to the
God Consciousness is One. It is One Presence, the “I AM.”
not two or three; it is One. When
you have made a place for Me, I The Lord has told us, “Seek first
AM.
Then, from the I AM the kingdom of God and its
Presence will be the experience of righteousness and the ways of
that which is of the One. Jesus My Spirit will be known. Even
said, Let the eye be single and the the KEYS to the Kingdom will
be yours in a state of Grace.”
body will be filled with light.

“Leave your nets,” the Master told

continued on page 3
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THE WORLD OF OMNIPRESENCE
By emptying your mind and heart of
the world, I can fill you with My Self,
My Son's Life as you. I can fill you
with My Be-ing where all creation is
made in My image and likeness.
Go hungry that I may feed you. And
life will return to you in a new way.

continued from page 2
Make your decision by the
guidance of your Inner Voice.
Leave the world behind and all
your worldly concerns when
consulting this guidance.
Then stand firm in your
guidance and behold the
wonders of God's world and
His miracles! Be clothed in
spiritual force and divine
identity. Realize with this Voice
you are the Consciousness of
God on earth, a reigning Son of
the Melchizedek Order.

The closer the Spirit of God comes to
you - your conscious awareness - the
more intensity you feel of the Christ in
you.
You are the One in Its
personification through you. Thus,
as the Spirit Fire, Holy Spirit or
kundalini, awakens and rises within
you, the more you will experience the The Melchizedek Center now
TAKING AWAY of illusion and all materializing at Glorieta, New
attraction to the material plane.
Mexico, will be a place where
instant alignment with the Inner
Your Decision Can Change Voice can be felt and the ways of
the Creator Son can be
Your Life!
understand and furthered into all
For the initiate, all decisions are made
countries and nations. You are
by counsel with the Inner Voice. This
creating a new World of Light
is the course that all Melchizedek
through this Center and its vibrant
students are asked to follow, the way
focus of Melchizedek. The door is
that Jesus taught. Jesus was the
open.
High Priest after the order of
Melchizedek. (See Hebrews) Follow
Give the authority to Christ within
me. My sheep know my voice.
your heart and raise your
consciousness to the Voice within
To deny the Inner Voice is to go
that you may hear also the High
against the Will of God and this does
Priest of Melchizedek, the Solar
not bide well in your journey to the
Son.
Light. Consciously seek the Will of
the Father as the Master Jesus taught
And your decisions will be in
you to do. You will receive counsel
accord with My Spirit and the
and the direction will be shown.
decisions of the Council.
Always stay with your purpose as
shown and designated by the Inner
Align with Me
Voice.
There is an excellent
description and helpful aide to the You are at a crossroads. Which
alignment with your Inner Voice in world will you choose? The World
The GodSelf. See pages 238-239! of unification and triumphant living
Live by your Inner Voice, which is the or that world which you have been
part of - believing in it - the world of
Priesthood of Melchizedek.
illusion? There is a world waiting;
the doors to this World are open.

Many are passing through now
and are being greeted by their
angel counterparts.
To go through the door into a
World of the Presence, there is
only one thing that you must
do. Relinquish the past. No
more is asked of you.
And you do not have to enter
the New World alone, for an
angelic counterpart will meet
you and walk with you through
the door you choose into a
solar frequency, a solar light, a
solar life.
Letting go is not difficult
because Greater are the gifts I
have than any gift you have
been holding onto. And the
greatest gift of all is Love, a
Presence of Love throughout
all of My creation. Let go, child.
I AM ready to take you into My
Kingdom of Creative Power
and present you to The Christ
today. Will you come? So
many have said yes, and then
been enticed into their old
world, a world not of My
making.
This coming World of Light is
racing towards Earth. It is
voluminous in content. The
passage of Earth through this
Light intensity removes any
darkness and returns her to the
Presence of God in all life. In
this way is Earth
reprogrammed and given new
life in the Son.
All movement is towards light.
All consciousness moves in
that direction.
The solar
continued on page 6
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MAKING ABUNDANCE WORK FOR YOU I
THE NEW WORLD ABUNDANCE WORKSHOP CLASS I

Highlighting the New
World Prosperity
Principles
Making Abundance Work
for You
Ÿ The Four Principles You
Already Know

ŸUnconditional Forgiveness
ŸUnconditional Love
ŸClarity of Mind and Heart
ŸFeeling and Expressing
Gratitude
- What other Principles work
for you? Add them here:

A Little Background About
My Own Quest
(You may want to write about
your search for an abundant
and successful life.)
Years ago, when I (Patricia
Jepsen/Crystal) began in full
commitment my spiritual journey, I
stated quite firmly, as I recall, that I
wanted to prove that God was my
source for everything, including my
financial security. I wanted to know
that God was my supply - not a job, a
person or a trust fund! And, to be
sure, there were days when I wished I

could have swallowed those
words, taken them all back! For I
set my path at that time towards
total freedom and release from a
world I did not believe in.
This path has guided me through
various metaphysical, spiritual
disciplines that have most
certainly increased my capacity to
challenge the illusion and
persevere in my quest for the
Abundant Truth. I had wonderful
inspirational guides such as Dr.
Joseph Murphy, Emmet Fox, Mary
Baker Eddy, Joel Goldsmith, the
Master Saint Germain, Lillian De
Waters, and always behind it all,
ever pushing and prodding, was
Lord Jesus, Sananda.
During these years, I have found
and applied very successfully the
principles that many of us are most
familiar with.
I also have
discovered that when you focus and your subconscious is
cleansed and able to carry out
your positive intent - manifestation
takes place. There is no argument
about that! It is essential in the
process that you believe in the
result.
As the Master Saint
Germain has said many times,
You must believe!
Almost all of the creative circuits
that have previously been
available to us are derived from
the male interpretation of direct
manifestation. I am speaking of
commanding, demanding,
decreeing, even affirming. I am
not saying this is wrong, only that
we are in a New World frequency
where the Laws of direct
manifestation and alchemy have
changed.

Suddenly, I could no longer
create and vibrate the needs,
necessities and visions I had
for this University and its outpicturing!
I am going to insert a thought an important one - before
continuing. Here it is. You
must get beyond your fears
before this New World
Frequency can and will
operate for you. You must
cleanse your subconscious of
fear and replace fear with
divine love, the FULFILLER.
Here is the LAW of
CONSCIOUSNESS: Meet all
fear with UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE.
Don't even try to
bypass or overcome your fears
because that won't work. Go
immediately to LOVE.
Practice - and as you do this,
you strengthen the Heart
Chakra, bringing it into the
vibratory rhythm and
ATTUNEMENT with your
divine Christ Self! Hey, you
don't have to go anywhere to
find that Self, you already are.
Letting go gets you there.
I will get back to the last
paragraph in a few minutes.
To continue my story: As I
fumbled and stumbled in the
new dimension, I made a
discovery. What I am about to
pass on to you is what I
discovered in the vibrant
energy field of the New World.
And we will be studying this
continued on page 5
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MAKING ABUNDANCE WORK FOR YOU I
continued from page 4
discovery, picking it apart, looking at
the ”hows” and “whys,” and putting it
back together in all its simplicity. All KNOW AND THAT YOU TRUST
right…Let's go!
YOURSELF IN THOUGHTS AND
DEEDS.
(Reminder: Stop
You no longer need to command, wrestling with yourself.
Your
demand or will your desire into subconscious mind and its
fruition, or (oh, dear!) beseech the indwelling Creative Power or
Creator to supply you with your Creative Spirit can't do a thing for
needs. The MOTHER aspect of the you when you are tangled up in
Creator or the Creative Force has doubt!)
moved into the supreme expression
and will govern all aspects of creation Feeling and Expressing Gratitude
in the divine New World. If you don't RENEWS THE VISION AND
believe this, try LETTING. Letting is a SOLIDIFIES THE INTENT.
MOVEMENT and a RELEASE from “ T H A N K Y O U ” I S H E A RT
the Heart Chakra. And this is what we LANGUAGE, AND GRATITUDE
will concentrate on - USING the Heart OPENS THE HEART CHAKRA
Chakra as the door to absolute DOOR!
healing, Letting the Heart Chakra
display its powers through you! You These four principles form the
are in the Garden of Eden. Wake up! foundation for the New World
Abundance Program.
Please
keep
these
in
constant
awareness
BACK TO THE
as you derive your mastery from
BEGINNING
these four principles. In other
words, the Door won't open into
the New World Principles if you
The Four Principles You
are not living in unconditional love,
Already Know
gratitude, instant forgiveness and
clarity of intent.

Unconditional Forgiveness
Unconditional Love
Clarity of Mind and Heart
Feeling and Expressing
Gratitude
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

You are travelling to a place
where you have it all - the
Garden of Eden.
The
connection will be achieved by
the union with the Heart Chakra
and the Crown Chakra (Divine
Substance). We will develop
this process in the next few
lessons.
For now, please
visualize your Heart and your
Crown Chakra aligned in the
World of Light to vibrate your
needs and visions fulfilled.
As we continue - and you may
experience this right away - you
may FEEL the chakras
connecting and the Spirit
released that forms the need
fulfilled.
This is a real
experience that you will
become accustomed to as we
proceed.

Exercise

·

Look to the Heart and focus
there.

·

Then as your alignment is
with the Heart Chakra - the
Command Center of the
Universe - be also aware of
the pulsating Crown
Chakra.
They are
companions in the New
World of divine and infinite
supply.

·

Realize the Love that
resides in your Heart

Take Inventory

Are you ready for the next step!
Of course you are or you wouldn't
have joined me in this workshop.
Nevertheless, take a look at how
U n c o n d i t i o n a l F o r g i v e n e s s you practice these primary steps
C L E A N S E S
Y O U R and have made the four principles
a part of your life.
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND.
Check yourself here and give
yourself a grade.
Excellent?
Good? Fair? Pay attention now.
You are headed into a whole new
dimension of releasing, letting and
Clarity of Mind and Heart MEANS receiving through the Heart.
THAT YOU KNOW THAT YOU
Unconditional Forgiveness
Unconditional Love RELEASES
YOUR ENERGY, SO THAT YOU
C A N C R E AT E F R O M Y O U R
HIGHER SELF.

Unconditional Love
Clarity of Mind and Heart
Feeling and Expressing
Gratitude

continued on page 6
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MAKING ABUNDANCE WORK FOR
YOU I

THE WORLD OF
OMNIPRESENCE

continued from page 5
Center. God is Love. The
Universe is filled with
Unconditional Love as Divine
Substance, the Manna of Life.

·

Consciously KNOW in
harmony with the Divine Intent
that your need is being fulfilled.
FEEL this action as it is taking
place. Then rest in gratitude
for it is done.

Suggestion: Start with the small
stuff. A bill that needs to be paid, a
job interview, the repair of a
relationship. You will become
more confident as you continue to
practice and to release your
abundant consciousness in this
manner.
This is only a beginning. There is
much more to be learned and
shared in the Christ dimension of
the New World.

Review

·

Take inventory of the four
primary metaphysical
principles for living the
abundant life.

·

Clear and cleanse your
subconscious mind of fear by
practicing unconditional love.

·

Release your abundance
through the Heart Chakra. As
you focus there in the Heart,
Divine Substance located in
the Crown Chakra flows into

and through the Heart into
manifestation.

continued from page 3

·

Take pleasure in this New Life.
It is yours!

·

frequency coming from the
sun and the radiation of the
sun upon your heart chakra
enable you to receive the
purity of Being.

LET the treasures of heaven
appear on earth through your
conscious awareness of the
Divine Feminine, Headmistress
of the New World!
That's it for now.
Be abundant.

Note: This alignment process may
be tiring at first. That is quite
natural as you are exercising New
World spiritual muscles. You are
learning to USE your chakras and
to break the mesmerism of the
mortal world. God is blessing you
with Herself!
“Be fruitful and multiply.”

Live prosperously.
This
means to live consciously
aware of the Creative Spirit
and the Will of the Father. To
live prosperously means to
be awakened by the Spirit to
the fullness of the heart.
Prosperity is not the outer
show of goods and things, but
the joyous and productive
heart a-glow with life
immortal.
To l i v e
prosperously is to live with
God as one.
You are the declared LIGHT
of God. You are the radiance
of the Creator Son. There is
but one Life in Truth and the
New World is that Life. Enter
in and become a solar citizen.
You are called. The desert is
no more.

Page 6
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THE NEW WORLD ABUNDANCE WORKSHOP 1 CLASS III

Highlighting the New
World Prosperity
Principles

release all that you need to fulfill
your divine service on earth.

Conscious realization
equals letting.
Every conscious realization you

The Four Principles You Already have is a birthing and act of
manifestation. And unless you
Know
Ÿ Unconditional Forgiveness
Ÿ Unconditional Love
Ÿ Clarity of Mind and Heart
Ÿ Feeling and Expressing

Gratitude

“Be fruitful and multiply”
These words in the Christian Bible,
Old Testament, have often been taken
to mean that women must have
babies and lots of them! Of course,
this was never the meaning as given
in coded language of ancient
scripture. To “be fruitful and multiply”
pertains to men and women alike and
the Creative Power that indwells both.
God's command to man and woman is
to be fruitful and multiply. Multiply
what? The God Presence! God
appearing as! The solar level of
Consciousness, which is “I and the
Father are One.”

What does this have to do with
letting?
To let is to release, to allow, to give
birth. It is through the Christ Feminine
that God's command will objectify for
the good of all. The very base of your
freedom and release from bondage to
the material plane is in the realization
that you have it already. All you have
to do is consciously realize and then

God, Being, the I AM
Presence, desires and is
impelled to Self-create
as beauty, wisdom, laughter,
joy, abundance in all ways.
For AM I not Truth Itself?
And if there is no other, as the
Code of Melchizedek tells us,
then who are you?

block or stop your realization
once it has been made, that which
you have realized is concreting
Step into the World of Light or
itself and taking form!
Conscious Realization by
s
To be fruitful and multiply is a t e p p i n g i n t o t h e D i v i n e
summons to realize in your own Presence and then letting the
consciousness that which already Presence, as your conscious
need or goal, manifest. You are
is.
that I AM within the I AM THAT I
All good, all beauty, divine peace AM. From this comes all else.

and perfect love is waiting to be
r e a l i z e d a n d a c c e p t e d i n Stop trying to get money
conscious awareness. You have when you already have It!
it but you don't know it. When you
realize truth, you allow it to vibrate Ÿ Now that you know and can
into your world. You let it take
consciously accept the
form.
Ultimate goal of God as Being,
you can feel GOOD about
Stay in the rhythm of Beletting your intuitive and
purposeful desires and visions
ing.
take form.
To be fruitful and multiply is a call
for you to realize God, the I AM Ÿ God the Creator is with you,
closer than breathing and
Presence, in your consciousness
nearer
than hands and feet.
and let God appear. This is the
You are TOGETHER in your
only way God can appear in Beact of manifestation, of God
ing.
(Good) taking form through
your consciousness as you
God, the Creator, needs you to
LET and AGREE with the
fulfill His-Her mission to know
divine thought.
Him-Herself in all that is. You,
man or consciousness, have
been made (created or realized Ÿ Remember the Code of Jesus:
I and the Father are one. You
by God) to enable God the
have become that Code by
Creator to Self- actualize in Hisletting the will of the Father be
Her Life as God. This is the
manifest as your will.
meaning of I AM That I
AM…There is no other.
continued on page 9
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THE NEW WORLD ABUNDANCE WORKSHOP 2 CLASS 1

Highlighting the New
World Prosperity
Principles
The Four Principles You Already
Know
Ÿ Unconditional Forgiveness
Ÿ Unconditional Love
Ÿ Clarity of Mind and Heart
Ÿ Feeling and Expressing

Gratitude
The Exercise, What Happened
and Why
The goal was achieved, as focused
on, by the evening of the 1st. Exactly
on time...We were to LET the
abundant expression of our God
Consciousness objectify the
assignment. And it was stressed that
each one participating needed to
realize the all-inclusiveness of the
abundance as consciousness, so
that all would feel and experience that
abundance!
Yes, donations came from some of
you and were the result of everyone
in this workshop realizing at the same
time God's infinite storehouse of the
“golden wheat.”
What we are learning from this
exercise is to impersonalize divine
s u p p l y.
I n Tr u t h , o r G o d
Consciousness, there is one Mind
Universal. This is the Key to Being. And when the world in all its
illusionary effects is washed clean
from mind and heart, then what you
realize in consciousness is heaven

on earth. This is what real spiritual
healing teaches us.
The Master told His disciples,
“Physician heal thyself.”
(I
wonder what would result if our
doctors today would practice
this?) Jesus also taught us to take
the beam (of wood) out of our own
eye before we tried to see and
remove the splinter in someone
else's eye! In other words, as we
practice the spiritual discipline of
abundant consciousness and
spiritual healing, keep in mind the
words of the Master. CLEANSE
YOUR MIND AND HEART
B E F O R E
Y O U R
DEMONSTRATION AND I WILL
BE THERE. You see, when the
world with all its illusionary forces
is no longer a part of your
consciousness, then there is only
God in His-Her state of Grace as
infinite supply.

Claim Your God
Consciousness
There is one World and that World
is the solar union of all life in
oneness with God or Being. Unite
with that Life—God in
expression—and you have it all.
You own nothing, yet you are
everything. And this makes you a
Son of God, who is entitled to all
the riches of the Kingdom. The
parable that Jesus told of the
Prodigal Son is the story of
consciousness reuniting with
God. It is the story of the GodSelf
and the relationship we all have to
that infinite One who is God in
Man (consciousness).

Send no thought of lack to your
system or it will produce lack.
Let the divine supply of infinite
Love and Life declare itself
through you.

How to Release God
in You as Continuing
Abundance and
Instantaneous Healing
See the waterfall of divine
supply as your consciousness.
Hold this picture in your mind
and heart. Continually SEE
this opulent outpouring of God
Be-ing: Infinite Supply without
beginning or end.
Demonstrate!
§ You are the receptacle and
the recipient of this
continual supply loosed
into expression because
you see it, agree with it and
LET flow. No resistance
here. It is for the blessings
and the benefit of
everyone.
§ You are here on earth to
release this supply of
Christ Be-ing and to
demonstrate the
restorative light of the
Creator, as She flows
through you into
continued on page 9
Page 8
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WORK FOR YOU
III

MAKING
ABUNDANCE WORK
FOR YOU II

continued from page 8
expression answering prayer and
generously supplying those in
need with heaven on earth.
§ God and you are one, remember
this. You are everything and have
everything in the light of this
moment—this moment of your
realization of Good.
Practice the above awareness for a
week. Make notes of the results of
your putting into practice these
studies.
Peace and Love be with you. Rise
out of the world now into Light where I
AM.
Prosper and be wealthy in the Plan of
God. Then you will bless many
because I AM One.
Your assignment is to spend this
entire week in prosperous and
abundant consciousness. The
treasure house is full, divine
substance waiting to be objectified.
Open the door - Let it pour!

This
Newsletter
includes
excerpts from
the course ABUNDANCE
WORKSHOP
that was
released
through the
University of
Melchizedek in
2006.
For further
inquires,
please email
admin@melchi
zedeklearning.
com

continued from page 7
Ÿ Now you are living with God and God is
with you. “Divide Me not” is the eternal
command as you “take up your bed and
walk” in divine union with your Creator I
AM.
Ÿ Let the creative process emerge and “Be

fruitful and multiply.” This will produce a
beautiful Life for all with whom you come
in contact.
Ÿ You are the bearer of His Light and His

glory.
Ÿ Those who understand My Message will

begin to act. Let Me show Myself now in
purity and goodness.
Note: A number of years ago Jesus told
me, “All this path is about is a change of
attitude.”

“Be fruitful and multiply”
What does it mean to “be fruitful and
multiply”?
To be a vessel of God Consciousness
which lets the wonders, miracles and
everlasting opulence of God Be-ing
express.
This is your calling, the reason you are here
on earth. It is to reveal God's Grace and
omnipresence as abundant Life right now.
God wants you to vibrate the Kingdom of
God Consciousness and allow the
perfection, beauty and glory of God to be
your world and your life.
Can you do this? It just takes a change
of attitude, that's all!
Page 9

Highlighting the New World
Prosperity Principles;
Making Abundance Work For You

LIVING THE
ABUNDANT LIFE
by Patricia Jepsen

DESCRIPTION

8 Lessons
Here are prosperity laws of life that can
42
pages,
8 1/2" x 11"
assure your serenity and receptivity to the
Spiral bound $25
abundance that is yours as you partake of
your Christ within as your Self. From the
2006 Online Abundance Workshop.
http://shop.melchizedeklearning
.com/product.sc?categoryId=2&
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WHAT READERS ARE SAYING...
"People are having such profound
experiences through this course. It makes
this new reality more palatable. Thank one
and all for these rich experiences."
"Got a few calls from someone who needed
counseling. I used the four principles from
Living the Abundant Life to assist the
person with what they were looking at. It
was a wonderful foundation for a very good
session. They are very practical and can be
used in a variety of ways. For example, I
recommended that this person write down
every negative experience she has had in
relationships and use the first principle,
unconditional forgiveness, to release the
past. I was able to interweave the other
principles throughout the conversation.
Can you imagine if therapists could grasp
these, they would get incredible results."
"...And yes, I have enjoyed, and will
continue enjoying, the Abundance course."
More testimonials...

EXCERPT
Back to the Beginning
(from Living Abundantly,
Part I, Workshop 1)
The Four Principles You
Already Know

Unconditional Forgiveness
Unconditional Love
Clarity of Mind and Heart
Feeling and Expressing
Gratitude
·

·

·

Unconditional
F o r g i v e n e s s
CLEANSES YOUR
SUBCONSCIOUS
MIND.
Unconditional Love
RELEASES YOUR
ENERGY, SO THAT
YOU CAN CREATE
F R O M Y O U R
HIGHER SELF.
Clarity of Mind and
Heart MEANS THAT

·

YOU KNOW THAT YOU
KNOW AND THAT YOU
TRUST YOURSELF IN
THOUGHTS AND DEEDS.
(Reminder: Stop wrestling
w i t h y o u r s e l f . Yo u r
subconscious mind and its
indwelling Creative Power or
Creative Spirit can't do a thing
for you when you are tangled
up in doubt!)
Feeling and Expressing
Gratitude RENEWS THE
VISION AND SOLIDIFIES
THE INTENT. "THANK
YOU" IS HEART
LANGUAGE, AND
GRATITUDE OPENS THE
HEART CHAKRA DOOR!

These four principles from the
foundation for the New World
Abundance Program. Please keep
these in constant awareness as you
derive your mastery from these four
principles. In other words, the Door
won't open into the New World
Principles if you are not living in
unconditional love, gratitude, instant
forgiveness and clarity of intent.

Take Inventory
Are you ready for the next step! Of
course you are or you would not have
joined me in this workshop.
Nevertheless, take a look at how you
practice these primary steps and have
made the four principles a part of your
life. Check yourself here and

give yourself a grade. Excellent?
Good? Fair? Pay attention now.
You are headed into a whole new
dimension of releasing, letting
and receiving through the Heart.
Unconditional Forgiveness
Unconditional Love
Clarity of Mind and Heart
Feeling and Expressing
Gratitude
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